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Gas Networks Ireland operates and maintains Ireland’s €2.7bn, 14,664km
national gas network, which is considered one of the safest and most modern
renewables-ready gas networks in the world.
Almost 720,000 Irish homes and businesses trust Ireland’s gas network
to provide efficient and reliable energy to meet their heating, cooking,
manufacturing and transport needs.
The gas network is the cornerstone of Ireland’s energy system, securely
supplying more than 30% of Ireland’s total energy, including 40% of all heating
and almost 50% of the country’s electricity generation.
By working to replace natural gas with renewable gases, such as biomethane
and hydrogen, and complementing intermittent renewable electricity, Gas
Networks Ireland is supporting Ireland’s journey to a cleaner energy future.

“Ireland has the highest potential for biogas production per
capita within the EU by 2030”
European Commission
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Connection of biomethane producers to the gas network
Gas Networks Ireland facilitates biomethane injection into the gas network via two types of connection:

1.

Direct Injection

A biomethane production plant located close to the gas
network is at an advantage for direct connection as it may be
possible to construct a pipeline extension between the site
and the network.
The costs of these extensions vary depending on distance
from the network, connecting pressure and whether network
reinforcements (additional upstream infrastructure) are
required. Depending on local capacity, direct injection may
require reverse compression to the transmission system or
the application of constraints on gas production at times of
low demand.
The Commission for Regulation of Utilities (CRU) approved
Connections Policy for Gas Networks Ireland sets out
the charging methodology for biomethane producers
connecting to the network. For direct injection connections
to the network, the customer contribution includes two
components:
•

A standard contribution of 30% of the cost of
connection; and

•

A supplemental “economic test” contribution.

This charging methodology, approved by the CRU, for
direct connections is detailed in the Gas Networks Ireland
Connections Policy Document (Revision 5.0), see
www.gasnetworks.ie/connections-policy

2.

Central Grid Injection (CGI)

Where a pipeline extension to the network is not viable,
biomethane can be transported via road to a centralised
injection point as an alternative (sometimes referred to as
a virtual pipeline). CGI facilities have a substantially higher
capacity than the direct injection facilities as they aggregate
biomethane from multiple AD production sites. The
geographical dispersion of potential AD plants means that it is
necessary to offer both options to producers.
Gas Networks Ireland have plans to offer the CGI service from
2023 onwards, with Ireland’s first large scale CGI facility set to
be delivered in Mitchelstown, Co. Cork.
If you wish to express your interest in utilising this facility,
please contact renewablegas@gasnetworks.ie.
A specific charging methodology has yet to be finalised with
the CRU with respect to CGI sites.
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Gas Networks Ireland’s biomethane connection process
STEP

1

Biomethane producer submits an initial enquiry
•

Contact us at renewablegas@gasnetworks.ie to submit an initial enquiry.

•

Following review of your initial enquiry, Gas Networks Ireland provides a
Renewable Gas Initial Enquiry Report, free of charge, which will outline:
•

•
		
•

STEP

2

STEP

Connection options.
Additional technical advice including potential capacity available on the grid
(capacity is not reserved on the network at this point).
Estimated connection costs.

Biomethane producer completes Connection Application form
•

Producer completes Connection Application form including formal confirmation of:
•

•
		

Planning and proof of land-owner’s consent.
Producer’s maximum hourly quantity, estimated annual production, minimum annual
production, supply point capacity etc.

•

Producer required to pay €10,000 plus VAT per formal application.

•

Gas Networks Ireland commences Network Study to inform network capacity offer.

•

Gas Networks Ireland reserve outline network capacity temporarily while the Connection
Application form is assessed.

3

Preliminary design of connection

STEP

Detailed design of connection

4

•

Gas Networks Ireland undertake desktop design and additional connection cost estimation work.

•

Network capacity offer, namely, the Network Connection Reservation Agreement (NCRA), is issued.
Once the NCRA is signed, the customer pays 10% of ‘total’ connection cost estimate to
progress the connection. Execution of NCRA guarantees Network Capacity (T&Cs apply, see Gas
Networks Ireland Connection Policy Revision 5.0 at www.gasnetworks.ie/connections-policy).

•

Gas Networks Ireland undertake detailed design of connection option.

•

Producer provides planning permission approval or significant progression for production facility
including Gas Networks Ireland’s connection equipment on the producer’s site.

•

Formal Connection Offer issues along with payment of balance of connection costs
outstanding i.e. 30% of capital cost less previous payments. Financial security must also be
put in place for all biomethane connections for a period of seven years.

•

Gas Networks Ireland progresses connection infrastructure materials ordering.

•

Gas Networks Ireland submit a Safety Case to the CRU for approval.

•

Gas Networks Ireland develop and issue connection procedures and long-term operation
specifications and procedures to the producer.

STEP

5

Construction of network connection

STEP

Commissioning

6

•

Gas Networks Ireland construct the network connection in coordination with the
producer’s construction programme.

•

The Technical Operational Requirements and the Connected Systems Agreement are agreed
and signed by Gas Networks Ireland and the producer.

•

Gas Networks Ireland undertake pipeline testing and coordinate with the producer on full
end-to-end commissioning.

•

Producer nominates a shipper(s) at the entry point to manage the injection of biomethane.

•

Producer pays/is refunded balance of costs, as applicable to Gas Networks Ireland.
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Staging of Payments
Biomethane injection projects pay their connection cost fee across a number of stages.
Stage

Amount

When

What is included

Initial enquiry

• No charge

• Initial enquiry via email
or phone-call to the
Gas Networks Ireland
renewable gas team

• Allocation of a dedicated Gas
Networks Ireland support
• Renewable gas initial enquiry report
• Potential capacity
• Technical advice
• Estimate of connection costs

Connection
application

Network
Connection
Reservation
Agreement
(NCRA)

• €10,000 + VAT

• 10% of estimated
‘total’ capital cost
of connection

• On formal connection
application receipt

• Network study

• Needs planning
submitted by developer

• Estimation of connection costs

• On receipt of formal
connection cost
estimation and offer/
execution of network
capacity

• Drafting of legal agreements

• Desktop site investigation
• Economic Test

• Commence preliminary and
detailed design of connection
• Commence Gas Networks Ireland
consenting and licensing
requirements for connection
• Pre-construction preliminary work

Connection
offer

• Quotation for
connection cost/
customer contribution
(standard 30%)
less any payments
to date
• Financial security to
be put in place

Final cost
balancing

• As per project

• Planning consents
achieved on producer’s
side significantly
progressed

• Materials ordering
• Construction and commissioning
of the connection

• Connection contract
executed

• Post project
commissioning

• Balancing/final transaction to
compare estimated connection
costs versus actual connection
costs
• Producer to be reimbursed for
any over payment

Please note:
1. Estimate connection costs: refer to early stage estimates of the total capital connection cost which will be revised by
Gas Networks Ireland as a project progresses.
2. Connection cost quotation: refers to revised total capital connection costs following detailed design works.
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Ireland’s renewable gas registry
Ireland took another significant step towards meeting its climate action targets,
with a formal certification process now in place for renewable gases entering the
national network.
With an increased focus on the need for renewable gases, such as biomethane and
hydrogen, to replace natural gas in Ireland’s energy mix and enhance Ireland’s security
and diversity of supply, the establishment of a national Renewable Gas Registry is both
timely and critical to the industry’s success.
Gas Networks Ireland has been appointed as the body responsible for issuing
Guarantees of Origin for renewable gases in line with European Union (Renewable
Energy) Regulations 2022.
The national gas network operators will issue Guarantees of Origin in accordance with a
supervisory framework to be established by the Commission for Regulation of Utilities,
meaning that producers of renewable gas will be issued with a Guarantee of Origin for
every megawatt hour of renewable gas injected into Ireland’s national gas network.
Learn more at www.gasnetworks.ie/renewable-gas-registry

Contact our renewable gas team
to start your connection journey:

1800 411 511
Phone lines open
Monday to Friday 09:00 – 17:30

renewablegas@gasnetworks.ie

The main contact details for
Gas Networks Ireland are:

General Enquiries

1800 464 464
24hr Emergency Service		

1800 20 50 50
info@gasnetworks.ie
@GasNetIRL
gasnetworks.ie

